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TopicsTopicsTopicsTopics

 EstimationEstimation EstimationEstimation
 Modeling the worldModeling the world
 Math in scienceMath in science
 Units and dimensionsUnits and dimensions
 ScalingScaling
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Dimensional and unit analysisDimensional and unit analysisDimensional and unit analysisDimensional and unit analysis

We label the kinds of measurement that go We label the kinds of measurement that go 
into assigning a number to a quantity like this:into assigning a number to a quantity like this:into assigning a number to a quantity like this:into assigning a number to a quantity like this:

[x] = L   [x] = L   means “x is a length”means “x is a length”
[t]  = T    [t]  = T    means “t is a time”means “t is a time”

ii[m] = M  [m] = M  means “m is a mass”means “m is a mass”
[v] = L/T[v] = L/T means “you get v by dividingmeans “you get v by dividing

a length by a timea length by a time

Models allow us to think about how numbers fit together. Models allow us to think about how numbers fit together. 
A first check on any model: dimensional analysis A first check on any model: dimensional analysis y yy y

Only quantities of the same type may be equated Only quantities of the same type may be equated 
(or added) otherwise an equality for one person would not hold for(or added) otherwise an equality for one person would not hold for(or added) otherwise an equality for one person would not hold for (or added) otherwise an equality for one person would not hold for 
another.  Equating quantities of different dimensions yields nonsense.another.  Equating quantities of different dimensions yields nonsense.
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A dollar and a pennyA dollar and a penny
 A student makes the following argument: A student makes the following argument: 

""I can prove a dollar equals a pennyI can prove a dollar equals a pennyI can prove a dollar equals a penny. I can prove a dollar equals a penny. 
Since Since a dime (10 cents) is onea dime (10 cents) is one--tenth tenth 
of of a dollar, a dollar, I I can write:can write:,,

10¢ = 0.1 $10¢ = 0.1 $
 Square both sides of the equation. Square both sides of the equation. 

Stuck?
Try it withSqu e bo s des o e equ o .Squ e bo s des o e equ o .

Since Since squares of equals are equal, squares of equals are equal, 
100 ¢ = 0.01 $.100 ¢ = 0.01 $.

10 cm = 0.1 m
¢¢

 Since 100 ¢ = 1 $ and 0.01 $ = 1 ¢ Since 100 ¢ = 1 $ and 0.01 $ = 1 ¢ 
it it follows that 1$ = 1 ¢." follows that 1$ = 1 ¢." 

 What's wrong with the argument?What's wrong with the argument?



A student measures distance A student measures distance x x to be 5 meters to be 5 meters 
and area and area AA to be 25 ftto be 25 ft22. Discuss with . Discuss with 

neighbors which of the following are true; neighbors which of the following are true; 
then votethen vote

A.A. [[xx22] = [] = [AA]]
B.B. [5[5xx] = ] = AA
C.C. xx22 = [= [AA]]
DD xx22 == AAD.D. xx = = AA
E.E. All of the aboveAll of the above
F.F. Some of the aboveSome of the above
G.G. None of the aboveNone of the above
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Modeling in PhysicsModeling in Physics
 Many of the models we use in intro physics are highly Many of the models we use in intro physics are highly 

simplified (“simplified (“toy modelstoy models”) to let us focus on just a few”) to let us focus on just a fewsimplified (“simplified (“toy modelstoy models”) to let us focus on just a few ”) to let us focus on just a few 
properties.properties.
–– Point massesPoint massesPoint massesPoint masses
–– Rigid bodiesRigid bodies
–– Perfect springsPerfect springsp gp g

 These models let us first get a clear understanding of These models let us first get a clear understanding of 
the physics. Then, more complex systems can be the physics. Then, more complex systems can be 
treated by building around that understanding.treated by building around that understanding.
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OutlineOutlineOutlineOutline

Models in Science and PhysicsModels in Science and Physics Models in Science and PhysicsModels in Science and Physics
 Chapter 2: Kinematics:Chapter 2: Kinematics: Modeling Motion Modeling Motion 

C di tC di t»» CoordinatesCoordinates
»» Graphs Graphs 
»» VectorsVectors»» Vectors Vectors 
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Cat Cat televisiontelevision
 When we do science, we donWhen we do science, we don’’t try t try 

to solve the entire universe at onceto solve the entire universe at onceto solve the entire universe at once. to solve the entire universe at once. 
 We restrict our considerations to a limited set We restrict our considerations to a limited set 

of data and try to understand it Only when weof data and try to understand it Only when weof data and try to understand it.  Only when we of data and try to understand it.  Only when we 
get it do we try to expand further to more get it do we try to expand further to more 
situations.situations.situations.situations.

 This is like looking out a window This is like looking out a window 
onto a small segment of the worldonto a small segment of the worldonto a small segment of the world. onto a small segment of the world. 
Since cats like to do this, Since cats like to do this, we could we could call the call the 
process process ““choosing a channel on cat television.choosing a channel on cat television.””pp gg
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The Main Question The Main Question QQ
(for this term, at least)(for this term, at least)

 Start by choosing a big questionStart by choosing a big question Start by choosing a big question Start by choosing a big question 
and then refining it:and then refining it:

How do things move?How do things move?
 We needWe needWhy choose this?We needWe need

–– to be able to describe motionto be able to describe motion
–– to understand what causes motionto understand what causes motion

Why choose this?
–concepts of measurement, rate of change, and

force are basic – set frame for what are 
i t  t  t   t  thi k b t tito understand what causes motionto understand what causes motion

–– to understand if any motions are to understand if any motions are ““naturalnatural””, , 
i.e., they doni.e., they don’’t need any causes.t need any causes.

appropriate terms to use to think about motion.
–ties to everyday experience so can use 

and learn to build/refine intuition
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FootholdFoothold ideasideasFoothold Foothold ideasideas

 We may choose to use an idea We may choose to use an idea 
for a while for a while –– as a as a ““foothold,foothold,””
to see how it works, and perhaps to see how it works, and perhaps 
reject it later in favor of reject it later in favor of 
a replacement or refinement.a replacement or refinement.

 These ideas become the basic principles These ideas become the basic principles 
we will use to reason we will use to reason –– the the ““stakes in the stakes in the 
groundground”” of our safety net.of our safety net.
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Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Measuring “where”Measuring “where”

 In order to specify whereIn order to specify where somethingsomething isis In order to specify where In order to specify where something something is is 
we need a coordinate system. This includes:we need a coordinate system. This includes:
1.1. Picking Picking an originan origin
2.2. Picking Picking perpendicular directionsperpendicular directions
3.3. Choosing Choosing a measurement scalea measurement scale

E h i t iE h i t i i ifi di ifi d bb thth bb Each point in space Each point in space is specified is specified by by three three numbers: numbers: 
((xx, , yy, , zz), and a ), and a position vectorposition vector–– an an arrow arrow showing showing 
the displacement from the displacement from the origin to that position. the origin to that position. pp g pg p

 Vectors add like successive displacements or Vectors add like successive displacements or 
algebraically by algebraically by 

A  Axî  Ay ĵ

B  Bxî  By ĵ
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Coordinates in space Coordinates in space 
To specify the position of somethingTo specify the position of something we need a coordinate system. we need a coordinate system. 

 The coordinate system includes:The coordinate system includes:
PickingPicking anan originorigin–– Picking Picking an an originorigin

–– Picking Picking perpendicular perpendicular directions directions 
for the axes of the coordinate systemfor the axes of the coordinate system

ChoosingChoosing aa measurementmeasurement scalescale ˆ j –– Choosing Choosing a a measurement measurement scalescale

 Each point in space in then specified Each point in space in then specified byby two two 
bb thth dd di t Thdi t Th

î

j

numbersnumbers: the : the xx and and yy coordinates. These can coordinates. These can 
be positive or negative be positive or negative 
(3 numbers in three dimensions)(3 numbers in three dimensions)

“unit” arrows set the 
measurement scale

 We can draw a We can draw a position vectorposition vector–– an an arrow drawn arrow drawn showing the showing the 
displacement from displacement from the origin to that position. the origin to that position. pp g pg p

Physics 131
Why is there no mention of a third 
dimension if all physical objects in the 
world are not 2D but actually 3D? 



2-dimensional coordinates
• We specify the direction and unit lengths of the 

two coordinate axes by writing   and  
A iti di t f th i i

î ĵ
• A position a distance x from the origin 

is written as 
N t th t if i ti it t

ˆxi
• Note that if x is negative, it means a vector 

pointing in the direction opposite to
• Vectors add algebraically:

î
• Vectors add algebraically:


r  xˆ i  yˆ j 

r  xˆ i  yˆ j 

î

ˆ j 

yj
To move from start to end of  
vector      you need to take r

ˆx steps in the   direction and 
y steps in the  direction  

î
ˆ j 

Would it be accurate to liken a vector 
to a line segment with a direction? 



How exactly does a suppressed zero work and in what senses will it be 
Coordinates/vectors - Reading questions

useful/important?**

Can you give an example when a scientist used a suppressed zero to 
present misleading information?

Why is the convention for there to only be the arrowhead at the positive 
end, and why are we taught to put the arrowhead at both ends in primary 
school?**

How do you depict the additional axis in a 3D spatial coordinate 
system?**

Does the horizontal axis always represent the length of distance 
traveled?**
Does time always go to the horizontal axis? **Does time always go to the horizontal axis? 

Will we ever do curves in 3D as it would be more realistic?



Suppressed zero: good or bad?
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VectorVector -- Reading questions/commentsReading questions/commentsVector Vector Reading questions/commentsReading questions/comments

dd l h ll h lGood Summary:  Good Summary:  For For our purposes involving physical our purposes involving physical 
systems, we will simplify the idea to two spatial coordinates systems, we will simplify the idea to two spatial coordinates 
for now. This is the idea behind a typical graph in which a for now. This is the idea behind a typical graph in which a f yp g pf yp g p
position is given by the 2 coordinates (position is given by the 2 coordinates (x,yx,y), where the first ), where the first 
coordinate lies along the xcoordinate lies along the x--axis, and the second on the yaxis, and the second on the y--axis. axis. 
We can think of these coordinates as the distance from ourWe can think of these coordinates as the distance from ourWe can think of these coordinates as the distance from our We can think of these coordinates as the distance from our 
origin (which must remain fixed in order for the graph to be origin (which must remain fixed in order for the graph to be 
valid). Furthermore, the position that the aggregate of the valid). Furthermore, the position that the aggregate of the 

d d b b d d fd d b b d d fcoordinates describes can be considered a sort of coordinates describes can be considered a sort of 
displacement from the origin. displacement from the origin. 



Summaries/Summaries/QnsQns that are inadequatethat are inadequateSummaries/Summaries/QnsQns that are inadequatethat are inadequate

I didn't quite understand this page as the othersI didn't quite understand this page as the others!!!!!!!!

Try to figure out whether it is the MATH on this page theTry to figure out whether it is the MATH on this page theTry to figure out whether it is the MATH on this page, the Try to figure out whether it is the MATH on this page, the 
CONCEPTS, or e.g. the WORDING, or something elseCONCEPTS, or e.g. the WORDING, or something else..

I did not have any questions regarding this page. It is very I did not have any questions regarding this page. It is very 
well written.well written.



Foothold ideas:Foothold ideas:
Measuring “when”Measuring “when”

 TimeTime —— if weif we’’re to describe something movingre to describe something moving Time Time if weif we re to describe something moving re to describe something moving 
we need to tell we need to tell whenwhen it is where it is.it is where it is.

 TimeTime is a coordinate just like positionis a coordinate just like position Time Time is a coordinate just like positionis a coordinate just like position
–– We need an origin (when we choose We need an origin (when we choose tt = 0)= 0)

a direction (usually times later than 0 are +)a direction (usually times later than 0 are +)–– a direction (usually times later than 0 are +)a direction (usually times later than 0 are +)
–– a scale (seconds, years, millennia)a scale (seconds, years, millennia)

N t th diff b tN t th diff b t Note the difference between Note the difference between 
–– clock reading, clock reading, tt This is like the difference 

b t iti d–– a time intervala time interval,, tt
24
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Graphing PositionGraphing PositionGraphing PositionGraphing Position
 Describe Describe where something is in terms of where something is in terms of 

its coordinate at a given timeits coordinate at a given timeits coordinate at a given time.its coordinate at a given time.
Set up Coordinates 

o Choose origin
o Choose axes
o Choose scaleo Choose scale
o Set scales on graph
o Take data from video
o Construct different graphs
o Fit the graphs with

math functions
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Reading questionsReading questions
 If in the first graph we only have information for the x axis If in the first graph, we only have information for the x-axis 

and the y-axis, how do we get the information for time in 
the second graph where we're only tracking the x values? 
Or was the information already available, but not 
represented in the first graph?
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RR L PL PRun Run Logger Pro Logger Pro (No data)(No data)
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On which side of the On which side of the xx--yy graph graph 
i h i i i l i (i h i i i l i ( ))is the initial time (is the initial time (tt = 0)?= 0)?

1 On the left1. On the left.
2. On the right.
3. There is not enough 

information given 
to decide.

4 I have no clue4. I have no clue.
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RR L PL PRun Run Logger Pro Logger Pro (With (With data)data)
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Sketch what you think Sketch what you think xx--tt and and yy--tt
l ld l k likl ld l k likplots would look like.plots would look like.
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